CHAPTER V
CLOSING

In this part, the writer gave the conclusion and suggestion about the result of study. The conclusion of the study was to answer the problems of the research. The suggestion are expected to make better improvement and motivation for students, lecture and researcher related with the use nominalization presented in L2 writing.

A. Conclusion

This analysis study focused on nominalization based on this students’ writing product. If the students used nominalization to write the text its make their text more dense, so their text is good one than the text without nominalization inside. From the students paper the writer found that the students used adjectival nominalization as much as verbal nominalization.

In this study, the writer not only focused on analysis nominalization but also the grammatical error. Nominalization helps the students to write the text variously. The finding of this research indicated that the students still poor in the term of nominalization usage.

Based on the students’ writing products by the third semester students of English education study program at IAIN Palangka Raya especially in writing II using content analysis the result showed:

1. The students’ lack of nominalization which presented within their texts.
2. The students lexical density based on the texts was very poor.
B. Suggestion

According to the conclusion of the study result, the writer would like to propose some suggestions for the students, lecturer and the future researchers as follows:

1. Students

The students should be understand about nominalization, because very important as students English education to mastery and use nominalization because this knowledge is useful for them in their academic writing.

2. Teacher or Lecture

The writer recommended to the lecturer to apply nominalization for the students writing, so the students’ writing product is more dense and complete.

3. Future Researchers

In this study, the writer realized that design of the study was very simple. There are still many weaknesses that could be seen. Therefore, for further writer; it is expected that the other writers can improve this study with better design and different object in order to support the result finding. In other word, the other writer can use this study as the reference for conducting their research.
In addition, the writer suggest to the future researcher to make deeper analysis about nominalization which use another method or approach.